Circular walks – Llaneilian (SH474928)
Please see the map below

1. Car Park – Point Lynas (clockwise direction)
Turn right out of the car park and walk down the road to Porth Eilian, a beautiful
sheltered little cove. Keeping on the road, turn right and follow the lighthouse
road over the cattle grid, after 300 metres turn right through a kissing gate.
2. Point Lynas – The Old Telegraph Station
Follow the public footpath on the right side of the field eastwards towards the
coast. With the wall on your right go through a kissing gate at the end of the field
bear right down the hill to the sea. Follow the coast with the sea on your left and
go through a kissing gate into the next field. Go straight across the field and
through the kissing gate. Bear right a short distance up the hill to the next kissing
gate. Follow the right hand edge of this field up to a metal kissing gate which is at
the right hand corner of the field. Bear left across the next field moving diagonally
up the hill past the way marker to the stile at the left hand corner. You will then
go uphill through some gorse. Follow the main track and look out for the waymarker. At the top turn right and follow the wall (The Old Telegraph Station is the
white house on the left) go over a stile and walk between the two fences and
over another stile. Walk past the outbuilding and go over the adjacent stile onto
the track. (To reach the summit of Mynydd Eilian, follow the path straight on,
turning right on joining a lane and then turn left up to the summit).
3. The Old Telegraph Station – Car Park
Turn right down the track. At the entrance to ‘Refail Hir’ bear right down a hedged
path. Shortly on your left there is an area of trees ‘Coed Avens’ owned and
managed by the Woodland Trust which has public access granted to it. Carry on
down the path until you meet the track. Turn right then very soon afterwards turn
left over stone steps and through a gate into a field. Go down the left side of the
field and over a stile. Bear right and follow the right hand fence line to a kissing
gate, continue along the fence line to the next kissing gate in the right hand
corner. Then bear left downhill to the stile by the bridge. Go over this stile onto
the road, turn left and follow the road back up to the car park.
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